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A complete menu of Silver Mermaid Fish Chips from Cranbourne covering all 15 courses and drinks can be
found here on the food list. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details

provided on the website. What User likes about Silver Mermaid Fish Chips:
New to the area googled best fish an chips in Cranbourne.This was the closest to us, the service was fast and
super polite, the food even better ...hands down the best potato cakes I have ever eaten the batter was almost
like a panko, the same for the beautiful price of flake I ordered.The kids raved about it when we got home with

our order.Locked in as the place to go for our fish and chip fix , definitely going bac... read more. The restaurant
is accessible and can therefore also be used with a wheelchair or physiological limitations. What User doesn't

like about Silver Mermaid Fish Chips:
Spent $65 on lunch for family pack and a basic burger. Over cooked, potato cakes were inedible, the whole lunch

was terrible. The basic buger was stale and inedible also, and was one with the lot?? Fish/dims sims etc all
cooked in old oil.Do not recommend at all. So disappointing for my elderly parents wanting to enjoy a lovely

meal.Please contact me to offer a refund. read more. Silver Mermaid Fish Chips from Cranbourne is famous for
its delicious burgers, to which tasty fries, salads and other sides are presented, The dishes are usually prepared

in the shortest time and fresh for you. Look forward to the enjoyment of delicious vegetarian dishes.
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P�z�
SIMA

Sandwiche� & Ho� Panini�
HAMBURGER

Gnocch�
GNOCCHI

Sid� dishe�
POTATO CHIPS

Starter� & Salad�
POTATOE CHIPS

Turkis� specialtie�
KEBAB

Fleischgericht� vo� Gril�
SOUVLAKIA

Ingredient� Use�
PRAWNS

CHICKEN

�s� dishe�
FISH

FISH AND CHIPS

FISH AND CHIPS

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
BURGER

FISH

TUNA STEAK
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Opening Hours:
Monday 16:30-20:30
Tuesday 11:30-20:30
Wednesday 11:30-20:30
Friday 11:30-21:00
Sunday 12:00-20:30
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